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Activities To 
Practice



Using your own words explain what these 
expressions mean

➔ Call a spade a spade 
➔ Chicken feed 
➔ Clip __ wings 
➔ Close shave
➔ Come apart at the seams 
➔ Conk out 
➔ Cover up
➔ Cream of the crop
➔ Crocodile tears
➔ Cut off __ water 



Complete the sentences with the correct expression
1. The baby ____________ on the way home.
2. kids need to be able to explore the world around them—don't 

_____________
3. We need to draft this player—he's definitely the _____________.
4. That dress made her look fat, let's ___________________ before she 

goes out wearing it and embarrasses herself.
5. We need to ___________________ before he totally undermines 

what we're trying to accomplish here.
6. I've had a few _____________________ in my lifetime, but this one 

was the scariest
7. He suspects there's a conspiracy to _____________________ the 

crime.
8. The sight of George shedding ____________________made me sick
9. The cost of buying a new house isn't __________________

10. The company is __________________________. 

A. Cream of the crop 
B. Crocodile tears 
C. Close shaves 
D. Conked out
E. Coming apart at the 

seams 
F. Chicken feed

G. Clip their wings
H. Cover up
I. Call a spade a spade
J. Cut this guy´s water off



Answers
1. Our car conked out on the way home.
2. kids need to be able to explore the world around them—don't clip 

their wings
3. We need to draft this player—he's definitely the cream of the crop.
4. That dress made her look fat, let's call a spade a spade before she 

goes out wearing it and embarrasses herself.
5. We need to cut this guy's water off before he totally undermines what 

we're trying to accomplish here.
6. I've had a few close shaves in my lifetime, but this one was the 

scariest
7. He suspects there's a conspiracy to cover up the crime.
8. The sight of George shedding crocodile tears made me sick
9. The cost of buying a new house isn't chicken feed

10. The company is coming apart at the seams

Cream of the crop 

Crocodile tears 

Close shaves 

Conked out

Coming apart at the seams 

Chicken feed

Clip their wings

Cover up

Call a spade a spade

Cut this guy´s water off



Write your own sentences using the expressions 
learned 


